COVID-19 Update
Last week, Haiti announced the first two confirmed cases of COVID-19 in the country. They have taken measures to limit the
spread by closing all schools, universities, and factories until further notice. They have also implemented a curfew from 8 pm to 5
am. There are now eight confirmed cases in the country.
As a result of the school closures, Pastor Luc has sent all H2H teachers home with continued pay until further notice. H2H
Children's Home is restricting access into our compound to all outsiders. The staff at H2H are doing everything they can to keep
themselves and the children safe during this time. Hand washing stations with water and chlorine have been set up around the
Children's Home and they are getting lots of use. The older children have been diligently ensuring that all the young children are
regularly washing their hands and the boys have been working hard hauling water daily to keep the containers filled. Please
refer to our Facebook and Instagram pages for additional pictures and regular updates (links below).
Pastor Luc is asking that we keep them in our prayers during this time. At Heart to Heart, they are gathering together to pray for
all of their Haitian and Canadian families three times a day.

Christmas Fundraiser

During this time, it is even more important to hold onto hope and have faith in our God who protects and heals. As a reminder of
that, we wanted to extend another thank you to everyone who gave generously to H2H and it's communities this past Christmas
season by sharing these pictures of gratitude. Each donation sent enabled the H2H team to purchase Christmas hampers for
families in the communities of Grand Goave, Lavange, and Bouva! Your contributions purchased essential rice, beans, and oil
for these families.
Thank you for filling a huge need in these communities at the end of a very challenging year and the start of an even more
challenging year in Haiti.

Your donations also enabled Pastor Luc and the H2H Children's Home to host a celebratory community dinner on February 6th.
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